Gravity-dependent phenomena at the scale of the single cell.
Progress in gravitational cell biology research will depend on the continuing evaluation of a wide variety of physical phenomena affected by gravity and their roles in extracellular, intercellular, and intracellular processes. This paper examines those responses of organisms to gravity which depend on functions at the single cell level. Single cell functions are affected by perturbations in their internal and external environment by a variety of factors, one of which is the effect of gravity. Physical phenomena that could influence cell function include sedimentation, buoyancy-driven convection, streaming potential, hydrostatic pressure, and interactions among physical transport processes. Thermal motion and fluid viscosity play a significant role in all transport processes at the cellular level. The sedimentation of intracellular organelles tends to be counteracted by the cytoskeleton. Intracellular convective transport may be possible in large cells. In a microgravity environment extracellular solutes must be transported by diffusion or active circulatory processes in the absence of density gradient-driven convection, and flocculation and coalescence are reduced by the lack of motion of aggregates.